
Room: Jefferson TapSep 22 Mon

Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
8824

mostly-erlang

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

6:42 pm5 min pre:6:37 pm Length:00:60:00 End:7:42 pmEnd -5m: 7:37 pm

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): Zachary Kessin and Guests

Mostly Erlang - Chicago Erlang ConferenceTalk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them
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Room: Gene Siskel Film CenterSep 22 Mon

Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
8815

joe-armstrong

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

9:11 am5 min pre:9:06 am Length:00:40:00 End:9:51 amEnd -5m: 9:46 am

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): Joe Armstrong

Modeling the World with Processes, Objects, Functions or RelationsTalk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them

Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
8816

francesco-cesarini

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

10:02 am5 min pre:9:57 am Length:00:40:00 End:10:42 amEnd -5m: 10:37 am

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): Francesco Cesarini

Thinking in a Concurrent LanguageTalk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them
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Room: Gene Siskel Film CenterSep 22 Mon

Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
8817

reid-draper

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

11:10 am5 min pre:11:05 am Length:00:40:00 End:11:50 amEnd -5m: 11:45 am

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): Reid Draper

Building Fault Tolerant Teams at BashoTalk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them

Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
8818

irina-guberman

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

11:41 am5 min pre:11:36 am Length:00:40:00 End:12:21 pmEnd -5m: 12:16 pm

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): Irina Guberman

Maximizing Throughput on Multicore SystemsTalk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them
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Room: Gene Siskel Film CenterSep 22 Mon

Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
8819

garrett-smith

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

1:33 pm5 min pre:1:28 pm Length:00:40:00 End:2:13 pmEnd -5m: 2:08 pm

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): Garrett Smith

Writing Quality Code in ErlangTalk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them

Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
8820

brian-troutwine

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

2:13 pm5 min pre:2:08 pm Length:00:40:00 End:2:53 pmEnd -5m: 2:48 pm

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): Brian Troutwine

Monitoring Complex SystemsTalk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them
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Room: Gene Siskel Film CenterSep 22 Mon

Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
8821

jesse-gumm

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

3:18 pm5 min pre:3:13 pm Length:00:40:00 End:3:58 pmEnd -5m: 3:53 pm

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): Jesse Gumm

Building Web Scale Apps with NitrogenTalk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them

Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
8822

steve-vinoski

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

3:53 pm5 min pre:3:48 pm Length:00:40:00 End:4:33 pmEnd -5m: 4:28 pm

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): Steve Vinoski

Optimizing Native Code for ErlangTalk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them
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Room: Gene Siskel Film CenterSep 22 Mon

Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
8823

fred-hebert

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

4:21 pm5 min pre:4:16 pm Length:00:40:00 End:5:01 pmEnd -5m: 4:56 pm

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): Fred Hebert

Keeping a System Running ForeverTalk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them
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